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Free shipping included! EleTab Dual Arm Monitor Stand - The height-adjustable VESA mount fits 2 computer screens 17'' to 32'' from EleTab in Sophies Class. MPN: ELTGM01-2. Rush! Limited-time offer. The offer is valid only until the stock is sold out. The Smart Swivel Motion EleTab monitor holder provides smooth,
accurate and stable viewing angle adjustment for optimal viewing position. The adjustable arm offers ±90°tilt, ±90° swivel, ±180° speed and a height adjustment support from 6.3' to 16.2'. Multifunction holders for two EleTab monitors can increase flexibility in working methods. By lifting the monitor higher from the table,
the home will give you more space on the table. And you can also share your screen with multiple people for a simple smart rotating Motion EleTab monitor mount providing smooth, accurate and stable viewing angle settings for optimal viewing position. The adjustable arm offers ±90°tilt, ±90° swivel, ±180° speed and
support for height adjustment from 6.3 to 16.2. Multifunction holders for two EleTab monitors can increase flexibility in working methods. By lifting the monitor higher from the table, the home will give you more space on the table. And you can also share your screen with multiple people for easy viewing. Integrated cable
management Allows cables to move freely when the screen is positioned and to maintain a clean cable arranged with removable cable clamps on the shoulders. Premium aluminium construction The EleTab monitor holder is built from high performance aluminium and high-quality mechanical al springs for optimal
durability and aesthetics. Adjustable voltage The spring hover system allows you to move the height or angle of the monitor smoothly. Clockwise rotation (- direction) can reduce the voltage on the display and adjust it. By turning counterclockwise (+ direction), you can increase the voltage on the display and fix it. VESA
detachable board Mounting monitors is a simple process with a detachable VESA console. We provide a step-by-step manual and the necessary tools &amp; hardware for assembly. Robust C-clamp or Grommet Installation There is both a grommet and a table clamp. The C-clamp works with a table surface of 0.4 to 3.35
thickness , Grommet can be mounted on any table with a thickness of 4 or less.【Ergonomic Comfort】Dual monitor stand provides high stability settings and 360° turning angle adjustment meets the requirements of ergonomic and healthy working methods.【【VESA Compatible】The monitor arm is suitable for
mounting two 17-32-pound screens weighing 17.6 pounds and is compatible with 75 x 75 mm and 100 x 100 mm VESA.【Cable Management】Removable cable clamps maintain table top arranged, provide a clean table top and stylish look for the most comfortable working environment.【Spring-assisted system】Make
the monitor rise and fall easily and steadily. Supports height or landscape monitor orientation for increased visibility and reduced glare.【Robust and stable construction】Heavy C-Clamp or Mount installation methods ensure stability stability display and avoid rattling and tilting. Manufacturer: EleTabBrand: EleTabColor:
SilverPart Number: ELTGM01-2Publisher:EleTabStudio:EleTabMPN:ELTGM01-2Package Weight: 12.1 poundsPackage Size: 10.9 x 6.7 x 6.7 inches View more in computer &amp; Monitor mounts. Have questions about this item or would you like to ask for a custom or blanket order? If you have any questions about this
product, please contact us by filling out and submitting the form below. If you are looking for a specific part number, include it with the message. Dell MNT-SGL-MFF OptiPlex Micro VESA Mount By Dellmpn: MNT-SGL-MFF, ean: 0884116206460, By Ergotechmpn: FDM-HD-S01, ean: 0852665390121, By Pylempn:
PTVSTNDPT3215, ean: 0068888770187, by STAND-V002, ean: 0617401137404, author: MOUNT-VW02A, ean: 0641020645996, author: STAND-V004F, ean: 0617401139361, By HIDEit Mountsmpn: HIDEit MiniU, ean: 609605654940, By FLEXIMOUNTSmpn: M01-FLEX, ean: 8500574034781, Author: STAND-V001T,
ean: 6096056654452, The EleTab Monitor Holder provides smooth, accurate and stable viewing angle adjustment for optimal viewing position. Save more desk space by lifting your monitor up from the desk, and you can easily share screens with coworkers. Allow the wires to move free when the position of the screen
changes and keep the cable clean with removable cable clamps on the shoulders. The dual-monitor stand is made of high-performance aluminium and designed with high-quality gas spring for optimal durability and aesthetics. The spring hover system allows you to move the height or angle of the monitor seamlessly. It
allows you to work in a more comfortable, ergonomically correct position to create a healthy working environment. The C-clamp works with the table surface from a thickness of 0.4 to 3.35. The grommet is mountable on any table thickness from 0.4 to 3.15. Installing monitors is a simple process with a detachable VESA
board. Most screens fit in VESA 75x75mm or 100x100mm mounting holes. Turn it clockwise( - direction) can reduce voltage for lighter monitors, turn counterclockwise (+ direction) to increase voltage for heavier monitors Color: BlackMaterial: Aluminum, Steel Item Weight: 10.4 poundsPackage Dimensions: 15.7 x 12.2 x
5.4 inches High setting: 5.3 - 16.3Support 2 Monitor screens: 17 to 32Articulation: ±90° tilt, ±90° swivel, and ±180° Connectivity options: C-Clamp Base or Grommet BaseMax shoulder load : 17.6 poundsMust have VESA mounting holes and the VESA model is 75x75 or 100x100mm &gt;&gt;If your monitors do not have
VESA mounting holes, you need an adapter that is not included with VESA (not included); If the vesa monitor pattern is 200x100 or 200x200mm, you need a VESA extension kit (not included). With a 360° rotation and a vertical range of 20 inches, the EleTab monitor holder is designed for flexible working. Provides
smooth, accurate and stable viewing angle adjustment optimal viewing position. You can easily share monitor screens with whenever you want. Specifications Color: SilverMaterial: Aluminum, steelItem Weight: 10.4 poundsPackage Dimensions: 15.7 x 12.2 x 5.4 inchesMax vertical height: 16.2 Max horizontal extension:
21.6 Articulation: -90° to +90° tilt, -90° to +90° swivel and -180° to +180° rotation Connectivity options: C-Clamp Base and Grommet BaseSupport 2 Monitor screens: Size from 17 to 32 Max shoulder load: 17.6 pounds / per arm Video Show Watch the video to learn more about the features. Do you want
recommendations for Standing Desk Converter? Click here. Here.
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